Webcasting Requirements

Osgoode Professional Development’s webcasts are broadcasted with the latest version of the Mediasite platform from SonicFoundry and do require Silverlight 5 or later to run. Please try to run the following link for an introduction to our player and to ensure the webcast will work for you:

http://osgoopd.mediasite.com/mediasite/Play/a361e44a532346d38fb33e40897882d21d?=Silverlight+True

If this link failed to play click the following link to diagnose the problem:

http://www.sonicfoundry.com/site-requirements

Occasionally you may get a warning if the automatic test cannot recognize your screen resolution. Mediasite requires a screen resolution of 1024 x 768 or larger and requires that the browser is maximized to properly test your system.

If you have are having difficulties connecting to the demonstration or if you have any questions please contact our IT department with the results of your test at opdsupport@osgoode.yorku.ca